STONE FILL LIQUID

Stone Fill Liquid is great for use on stone products such as Marble and Granite. The color soaks into the pores of the stone, is UV stable and good for outdoors. It is available in multiple colors and will make all your engraving projects stand out!

- Shake the stone fill well until you hear the ball inside the bottle. About 20 seconds.
- Apply sparingly, it is very thin and a little goes a long way.
- Apply color to the engraving using swabs or the bottle applicator tip. Work the color into all the nooks and crannies of the engraving.
- Let the color absorb for about 30 seconds. Don’t let the color dry.
- While paint is still wet, blot with a paper towel or rag, then wipe the excess color away. Using light pressure works better than one strong pressure pass with the cloth. Buff clean.
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